We study the formation of early-type galaxies (ETGs) through mergers with a sample of 70 high-resolution (softening length < 60 pc and 12×10 6 particles) numerical simulations of binary mergers of disc galaxies (with 10 per cent of gas) and 16 simulations of ETG remergers. These simulations, designed to accompany observations and models conducted within the ATLAS 3D project, encompass various mass ratios (from 1:1 to 6:1), initial conditions and orbital parameters. The progenitor disc galaxies are spiral-like with bulge to disc ratios typical of Sb and Sc galaxies and high central baryonic angular momentum. We find that binary mergers of disc galaxies with mass ratios of 3:1 and 6:1 are nearly always classified as Fast Rotators according to the ATLAS 3D criterion (based on the λ R parameter, see Emsellem et al. 2011 -ATLAS 3D Paper III): they preserve the structure of the input fast rotating spiral progenitors. They have intrinsic ellipticities larger than 0.5, cover intrinsic λ R values between 0.2 and 0.6, within the range of observed Fast Rotators. The distribution of the observed Fastest Rotators does in fact coincide with the distribution of our disc progenitors. Major disc mergers (mass ratios of 2:1 and 1:1) lead to both Fast and Slow Rotators. Most of the Fast Rotators produced in major mergers have intermediate flattening, with ellipticities between 0.4 and 0.6. Most Slow Rotators formed in these binary disc mergers hold a stellar Kinematically Distinct Core (KDC) in their ∼ 1-3 central kilo-parsec: these KDCs are built from the stellar components of the progenitors. However, these remnants are still very flat with often larger than 0.45 and sometimes as high as 0.65. Besides a handful of specific observed systems -the counterrotating discs (2-σ galaxies, see Krajnović et al. 2011 , ATLAS 3D Paper II) -these therefore cannot reproduce the observed population of Slow Rotators in the nearby Universe. This sample of simulations supports the notion of Slow and Fast Rotators: these two families of ETGs present distinct characteristics in term of their angular momentum content (at all radii) and intrinsic properties: the Slow Rotators are not simply velocity-scaled down versions of Fast Rotators. The mass ratio of the progenitors is a fundamental parameter for the formation of Slow Rotators in these binary mergers, but it also requires a retrograde spin for the earliertype (Sb) progenitor galaxy with respect to the orbital angular momentum. We also study re-mergers of these merger remnants: these produce relatively round Fast Rotators or systems near the threshold for Slow Rotators. In such cases, the orbital angular momentum dominates the central region, and these systems no longer exhibit a KDC, as KDCs are destroyed during the remergers and do not reform in these relatively dry events.
INTRODUCTION
Numerical simulations, intensively used for more than two decades, have clearly shown that the global characteristics of the remnants of binary merger between two equal-mass spiral galaxies, called major mergers, resemble those of Early-Type Galaxies (i.e ellipticals & lenticulars), hereafter ETGs (Toomre & Toomre 1972; Hernquist & Barnes 1991; Barnes 1992; Mihos et al. 1995; Springel 2000; Naab & Burkert 2003; Bournaud, Jog & Combes 2005) . Remnants with properties similar to ETGs can also be recovered via multiple minor mergers with the total accreted mass being at least half of the initial mass of the main progenitor (Weil & Hernquist 1994 Bournaud, Jog & Combes 2007) . This picture of the formation of ETGs via accretion and merging of stellar bodies would fit well within the frame of the hierarchical assembly of galaxies provided by ΛCDM cosmology.
Owing to large statistical samples, modern work tends to quantify in detail the properties of major and minor merger remnants, together with thorough comparisons with observed properties of ETGs ( Cox et al. , 2008 Rothberg & Joseph 2006; Di Matteo et al. 2007; Burkert et al. 2008; Jesseit et al. 2009; Hoffman et al. 2010; Chilingarian et al. 2010) . It is, however, still difficult to build large samples of simulations with sufficiently high numerical resolution. Many studies have indeed shown that the resolution affects the properties of the simulated objects, either in cosmological simulations Navarro et al. 2010) or on simulations of star formation in mergers Hopkins et al. 2008; Di Matteo et al. 2008; Wuyts et al. 2010) . Bois et al. (2010) claimed that a high-enough resolution is required to resolve properly the fluctuations of the gravitational potential during the merger, i.e violent relaxation, which can significantly impact the morphology and kinematics of merger remnants.
In this paper, we further examine the role of the initial conditions (impact parameter, incoming velocities, inclination and spins of the progenitors) on the global characteristics of the remnants of binary galaxy mergers. We then propose to study the morphology and the kinematics of binary galaxy merger remnants simulated with a high numerical resolution. With that purpose in mind, we build two-dimensional momentum (intensity, velocity and velocity dispersion) maps of the merger remnants and analyse their apparent properties, directly linked with their orbital structures (Jesseit, Naab & Burkert 2005) . Using two-dimensional maps enables us to compare our merger remnants directly with modern spectroscopic observations of resolved local galaxies: the emergence of integral field spectrographs, such as the SAURON spectrograph , allowed the mapping of local ETGs up to about one effective radius. Numerical simulations of binary mergers of disc galaxies or binary remergers are not necessarily representative of observed early-type galaxies (Rothberg & Joseph 2006; Burkert et al. 2008) but they are a powerful tool to constrain the formation mechanisms of different features observed in 2D maps of local galaxies like e.g. the formation of a Kinematically Distinct Cores (KDC) (e.g. Hernquist & Barnes 1991; Jesseit et al. 2009; Bois et al. 2010; Hoffman et al. 2010) , the presence of gaseous discs (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2009b; Martig et al. 2009 ), the relation between nuclear black holes and the dynamics of the stars (e.g. Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist 2005; Johansson, Naab & Burkert 2009 ), the formation of plumes, tails, stellar clusters at large radii, or giant gas rings (Feldmann, Mayer & Carollo 2008; Bournaud, Duc & Emsellem 2008; Michel-Dansac et al. 2010) .
The SAURON survey (de Zeeuw et al. 2002) has introduced a new view of ETGs, classifying them in two families -the fast and the slow rotators -according not only to their morphology, but also to their kinematics Cappellari et al. 2007 , see also Section 2.2.3). These two classes are intrinsically different and seem to correspond to different populations of galaxies: while the fast rotators present regular rotation patterns aligned with the photometry, the slow rotators have low angular momentum and show misalignments between the photometry and the velocity axes. Furthermore, slow rotators often exhibit KDCs, usually defined as a central stellar component with a rotation axis distinct from the outer stellar body (see e.g. Krajnović et al. 2008) . KDCs have been claimed to be a signature of a past interaction (e.g. Franx & Illingworth 1988; Jedrzejewski & Schechter 1988; Scorza & Bender 1995; Davies et al. 2001) .
To further constrain the formation scenarios for these two classes, an ambitious program -ATLAS 3D -is being conducted, combining a multi-wavelength observational survey of a complete volume-limited sample of ETGs with various numerical simulation and modelling efforts. The ATLAS 3D project 1 , hereafter Paper I) aims to quantify the distribution and kinematics of the stellar and gaseous components of a statistically significant sample of ETGs to relate their detailed properties to their mass assembly, star formation history and evolution. Krajnović et al. (2011, hereafter Paper II) introduced new sub-classes within the slow rotator class: non-rotators which do not show any apparent sign of rotation, galaxies with a KDC when there is an abrupt change in the radial profile of the kinematical position angle (> 30
• ), galaxies with non regular velocity pattern but with no noticeable kinematic feature, and the 2-σ galaxies characterised by two off-centred symmetric dispersion peaks along the major-axis. These so-called 2-σ galaxies are generally thought to have two stellar counter-rotating components (i.e. a KDC at an 180
• away from the outer body) (see also Jesseit et al. 2007 , for 2D-map examples of these counter-rotating components in simulations).
In the context of the ATLAS 3D project, an extensive set of numerical simulations is being conducted to support the survey: cosmological simulations, semi-analytic modelling and idealized binary galaxy mergers. In the present study, we have simulated a substantial sample (∼ 90) of binary mergers of disc galaxies and 1 http://purl.org/atlas3d binary galaxy remergers at an unprecedented resolution, sufficient to properly follow the merging process and the resulting galaxy remnant (Bois et al. 2010) . We aim to constrain the formation of the slow and fast rotators revealed by the SAURON survey. For this purpose, we look at the morphology and the kinematics of the binary merger and remerger remnants and we link the initial conditions of the mergers to the formation of the fast and slow rotators as well as the formation of the KDCs. In Section 2, we present the initial progenitor galaxies, which are spirals of Hubble type Sb and Sc, and the different initial conditions of merging. We present in Section 3 the global properties of the merger remnants and the impact of the initial conditions: we thus show that the mass ratio, the angular momentum content and the Hubble type of the progenitors play an important role in the formation of the slow and fast rotators and the KDCs. In Section 4, we analyse the remnants of galaxy remergers, these remnants are all classified as fast rotators or near the threshold for slow rotators and do not show any trace of a KDC. The formation mechanism of the KDCs via binary mergers of disc galaxies is presented in Section 5. We then discuss our results and compare it with previous studies (Section 6) and with the observations of the 260 ETGs of the ATLAS 3D survey (Section 7). We then conclude and sum-up all our results in Section 8.
SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS

Method
Code
We use the particle-mesh code described in Bournaud, Duc & Emsellem (2008) , Bois et al. (2010) and references therein. This code uses a Cartesian grid on which the particles are meshed with a "Cloud-In-Cell" interpolation. The gravitational potential is computed with an FFT-based Poisson solver and particle motions are integrated with a time-step of 0.5 Myr. All simulations in this paper were performed with a softening length (i.e. spatial resolution) of 58 pc.
Interstellar gas dynamics is modelled with the sticky-particle scheme with elasticity parameters βt = βr = 0.6. This scheme neglects the thermal pressure of the gas, assuming it is dominated by its turbulent pressure, which is the case for the bulk of the gas mass in the star-forming interstellar medium (Elmegreen & Scalo 2004; Burkert 2006) . The velocity dispersion of the gas particles models the turbulent speed, and their collisions model the turbulent pressure. The collisions are inelastic to ensure that the modelled turbulence dissipates in about a vertical crossing time in discs (Mac Low 1999) .
Star formation is modelled with a local Schmidt law (Schmidt 1959; Kennicutt 1998) : the star formation rate in each resolution element is proportional to the gas density to the exponent 1.5. Energy feedback from supernovae is accounted for with the kinetic scheme initially proposed by Mihos & Hernquist (1994) . Each stellar particle formed has a number of supernovae computed from the fraction of stars above 8 M in a Miller-Scalo IMF. A fraction of the typical 10 51 erg energy of each supernova is released in the form of radial velocity kicks applied to gas particles within the closest cells. We use = 2 × 10 −4 , as Mihos & Hernquist (1994) suggested that realistic values lie around 10 −4 and less than 10 −3 . Simulations with parsec-scale resolution have to use much higher values for the parameter (e.g. Bournaud et al. 2010) : the low value of the parameter used here reflects the fact that a large fraction of the released energy is radiated away (through dissipation and gas cool- Table 1 . Main physical parameters used to model the initial progenitor galaxies in our merger models. (1) Spiral Hubble type (2) Mstars in the bulge / total Mstars (3) Fraction of the baryonic mass in gas (4) Baryonic mass in unit of 1.3 × 10 11 M . (5) Total number of particles (stars, gas and dark matter) Figure 1 . Left: Projected stellar velocity maps for the Sb progenitor and the different mass ratio Sc companions, the black contours represent the iso-magnitude contours, they are equally spaced in magnitude and are the same for all progenitors. Each subpanel is labelled with the name of the progenitor and with the maximum velocity Vmax, the colorbar goes from -Vmax to +Vmax. The field of view is 15 × 15 kpc 2 (15 kpc 6 Re). The white rectangle indicates a typical field covered by the instrument SAURON and corresponds to a field of 41" × 33" for a galaxy at a distance of 20 Mpc, its orientation follows the photometric position angle taken at 3Re. Right: λ R − diagram for the progenitors of binary mergers. The Sb progenitor (black points) is the same in all simulations, the other colours correspond to the Sc companion at different mass ratios (m11 in blue, m21g10 in green, m21g33 in light green, m31 in cyan, m61 in magenta). All projections (200 per remnant) are plotted.
ing processes) before spreading on scales of 50 − 100 pc (i.e., the resolution of our present models). Larger values of would thicken the gas discs of isolated spirals to unacceptable proportions (Mihos & Hernquist 1994; Elmegreen, Bournaud & Elmegreen 2008) .
Set-up for initial parameters
We have simulated binary mergers of discs galaxies (i.e., "spiralspiral" mergers) with mass ratios of 1:1, 2:1, 3:1 and 6:1. The main parameters are summarized in Table 1 for the progenitor galaxies  and Table 2 for the orbital parameters. Table 3 summarizes the parameters used for re-mergers using the result of a first merger simulation as an input for a new merger simulation (i.e., "spiral-ETG" or "ETG-ETG" mergers).
Initial progenitor galaxies Our main sample consists of binary mergers of disc galaxies, i.e. "spiral-spiral" mergers. The first progenitor, which is defined as the most massive for unequal-mass mergers, has a baryonic mass of 1.3 × 10 11 M . The bulge fraction is B/T = 0.20 and the gas fraction in the disc is usually 10 per cent (33 per cent in some m21 simulations). The initial disc has a Toomre profile 2 with a scale length of 4 kpc, consistent with observations of nearby disc galaxies (Fathi et al. 2009 ), truncated at 10 kpc. The gas has a scale length of 8 kpc and a truncation radius of 20 kpc. The bulge has a Hernquist (1990) profile with a scale length of 700 pc. The dark matter halo is modelled with a Burkert profile (Burkert 1995) with a 7 kpc scale-length and a truncation radius of 70 kpc, inside which the dark matter mass is 3 × 10 11 M . This initial galaxy is representative for an Sb spiral galaxy, given its bulge fraction in particular, and is denoted as the Sb spiral progenitor throughout the paper.
The other progenitor, which has the lower mass in unequal mass mergers, has its total mass determined by the mass ratio. Apart from the bulge which was reduced to B/T = 0.12, all components have their mass scaled by a factor equal to the mass ratio, and all sizes and scale lengths scaled by the square root of the mass ratio, thus keeping the central density of their discs constant. The gas fraction is 10 per cent, except for the lower-mass companions used in 6:1 mergers where a gas fraction of 15 per cent is used. The main difference with the first progenitor is thus the lower bulge fraction, and this progenitor galaxy is denoted as the Sc spiral progenitor.
The Sb spiral is modelled with 2 × 10 6 particles for each component (stars, gas, and dark matter). The Sc spiral is modelled with a number of particles scaled by the mass ratio. Equal-mass mergers thus use a total of 12 million particles.
The progenitors are initialized as perfectly axisymmetric disc galaxies. Such galaxies will unavoidably develop substructures such as spiral arms, bars, etc. We need to avoid this spontaneous, intrinsic evolution to take place during the merger, otherwise the effects of the merger itself can not be disentangled. We also need to avoid the artificial consumption of gas that could result from applying the Schmidt law during the transition from an axisymmetric gas disc to a spiral disc. To this aim, each progenitor galaxy was evolved in isolation and without star formation for about two rotations of the outer stellar disc, so that a reasonable steady state in its structure and gas density distribution is reached. At this point, we remark that the Sb progenitor is more concentrated and dynamically stable than the Sc galaxy. The merger simulation is then started, with star formation and feedback, using these pre-evolved progenitors -see for further discussion of this technique.
The initial properties of our pre-merger spiral galaxies, after their initial relaxation in isolation, are shown in Fig. 1 . We in particular compare the isophotal ellipticity to their angular momentum tracer λR at the effective radius Re for 200 different projections (see Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 for details on the and λR parameters and on the projection effects). Small differences between the progenitors arose during the initial relaxation as galaxies with different sizes and bulge fractions behave somewhat differently in isolation; these properties are essentially stabilized (on time-scales of a few 10 8 yr) when the merger simulations are started.
Merger orbits The different orbits used for the merger simulation are described in Table 2 . They are all parabolic or hyperbolic, with an initial total energy E > 0 or E 0, corresponding to initially unbound galaxy pairs. Such orbits are representative of the most common mergers in ΛCDM cosmology .
The fiducial orbit "0" has a velocity at infinite distance of V∞=120 km s −1 , an inclination i=45
• for each galaxy with respect to the orbital plane, and an impact parameter (i.e. the perpendicular distance between the two velocity vectors of the progenitors at the beginning of the simulation) of R=60 kpc. The six other orbits correspond to one of the three parameters V , R, i being changed compared to the fiducial values, one at a time. The nomenclature denotes the parameter varied and whether it is increased (p: plus) or decreased (m: minus), as detailed in Table 2 . We have then a total of 70 simulations of galaxy mergers.
In addition of the three listed parameters, we identify the spin of the progenitors which can be either direct (prograde) d or retrograde r with respect to the orbital angular momentum. The first letter refers to the spin of the first progenitor (Sb) and the second letter to the Sc companion.
Our nomenclature also indicates the type (mass ratio) of the modelled merger, as defined in Table 1 . For instance, the simulation labelled m31rdVm refers to a 3:1 merger with a retrograde orientation for the main Sb progenitor and a direct orientation for the Sc companion on an orbit with lowered initial velocity.
The chosen orbits do not cover all the parameter space of initial conditions: the goal of this paper is to understand the formation of slow and fast rotators, and not to build a full library of binary merger remnants.
Analysis
We analysed all merger remnants about 600-800 Myr after the central coalescence. The central body of the ETG-like systems formed in the mergers are thus relaxed within several effective radii when the analysis is performed, even if tidal debris is present at larger radii. We checked in several cases that the measured morpholog- ical and kinematical parameters were stabilized by comparing the ellipticity and the λR parameter to earlier snapshots.
Projected velocity moment maps
Intrinsic and apparent properties of the merger remnant, such as the apparent ellipticity, are directly linked with its orbital structure (Jesseit, Naab & Burkert 2005) . To probe the intrinsic properties of the relaxed merger remnants in a way that is comparable to observations, we have therefore built velocity moment maps indicating the stellar surface density, stellar velocity field and stellar velocity dispersion for various projections. Two-dimensional maps are useful to reveal the wealth of photometric or kinematic structures associated with a galaxy merger remnant, such as young stellar clusters (potentially globular clusters, Bois et al. 2010) , kinematic misalignments (Bendo & Barnes 2000; Jesseit et al. 2007; Krajnović et al. 2008) , and were also used to measure various parameters with definitions finely matching those used for the ATLAS 3D observations (see below).
The intensity and velocity moment maps are built to cover a 20 × 20 kpc 2 field of view around the stellar density peak of each system (figures show the inner 15 × 15 kpc 2 area). This covers at least about four effective radii Re to enclose most of the baryonic mass of early-type galaxies, the average effective radius of our merger remnants being 2.3 kpc. Each projection was computed on a 100 × 100 pixel grid, giving an effective resolution consistent with the SAURON data of the ATLAS 3D survey. The maps have been Voronoi binned (Cappellari & Copin 2003) to have a minimum number of 400 particles per bin.
To obtain statistically representative results rather than analyzing a particular projection, we have produced velocity moment maps and performed the subsequent analysis for 200 isotropically distributed viewing angles for each merger remnant. The choice of 200 projections ensures a sampling smaller than 10 degrees in any direction, so that intermediate viewing angles would not show significant differences.
The presence of KDCs
The merger remnants analysed in the next Sections often exhibit a central stellar component with an apparent rotation axis distinct from the one of the outer parts. In the present study, using the definition given by Krajnović et al. (2008) , we have conducted a visual inspection of the velocity maps to detect such central structures and flag them as KDCs. The use of this objective criterion leads to clear signatures of the KDCs which are easily recognizable.
In the two-dimensional velocity maps of the merger remnants presented in Appendix A, we indicate the typical field covered by the instrument SAURON (a field of view typically of 41" × 33") for a galaxy at a distance of 20 Mpc. We note that a few KDCs in the merger remnants (see Section 3 for the properties of these galaxies and the formation processes of the KDCs) are larger than that typical SAURON field. This obviously depends on the distance of the system, as SAURON would fully cover these KDCs were the galaxy to be at distances larger than e.g., 30 Mpc. In the next Sections, we show that the merger remnants with a KDC -even those which are larger than the SAURON field-of-view -are all classified as slow rotators and have properties which are distinct than those of the fast rotators.
With numerical simulations, we can easily investigate the stellar kinematics of galaxies at large radii to probe, e.g., large KDCs. It is observationally much more challenging with e.g., the SAURON field-of-view being limited to approximately one effective radius for local ETGs. This may lead to (a few) mis-identifications. New promising techniques are emerging which should allow to explore the faint outer stellar structures of larger samples of ETGs (see e.g., Weijmans et al. 2009; Coccato et al. 2009; Proctor et al. 2009 ; Murphy, Gebhardt & Adams 2011, or the SAGES project).
Extracted parameters
Our analysis is mainly based on two simple morphological and kinematic parameters, a choice motivated by the fact that these parameters are often used as standards in studies of nearby ETGs (e.g. Jesseit et al. 2009; Bois et al. 2010) . The analysis in this paper assumes a constant stellar mass-to-light ratio, which should be a reasonable approximation for relatively old ETGs. Furthermore, our main results will show that the classification of merger remnants into slow and fast rotators, and the presence of KDCs, do not significantly depend on the youngest stellar populations formed during the merger, but rather on how the populations from each progenitor galaxy are distributed with respect to each others.
To quantify the global morphology, we measured the ellipticity = 1 − b/a, where a and b are the semi major-and minor-axes, respectively. To measure a profile of a, b and as a function of the radius r (and subsequently an (a) profile), we selected all pixels encircled by a given isophote and computed the inertia matrices as in e.g. Cappellari et al. (2007) . The diagonalisation of these matrices provides and the Position Angle (PA) of the projected density map at different radii r. We also derive the effective radius Re from the stellar surface density as the radius encompassing half of the total stellar light (or stellar mass).
To quantify the global kinematics of each system, using the velocity and velocity dispersion maps, we measure the λR parameter, which is a robust proxy for the stellar projected angular momentum defined in Emsellem et al. (2007, hereafter E+07) :
We hence compute λR profiles for all projections of all merger remnants. This is achieved by selecting all pixels enclosed within the ellipse defined by the position angle and axis ratio of the photometric inertia matrice mirrorin the procedure described in E+07:
where Fi is the flux inside the i th pixel inside the ellipse, Ri its distance to the centre, and Vi and σi the corresponding mean stellar velocity and velocity dispersion values of the pixel.
In E+07, λR was used to reveal two families of early-type galaxies, the slow rotators with λR 0.1 and the fast rotators with λR > 0.1 at one effective radius Re. Jesseit et al. (2009) have simulated binary disc mergers to further investigate the λR parameter, and have shown that λR is a good indicator of the true angular momentum content in ETGs, as confirmed via the knowledge of the full phase-space distribution in the corresponding remnants. As emphasised in E+07, Cappellari et al. (2007) and Krajnović et al. (2008) , fast and slow rotators exhibit qualitatively and quantitatively different stellar kinematic properties. Our following analysis will lend further support to the fact that λR can really separate two classes of galaxies and that the distinction of fast and slow rotators does not simply result from an arbitrary λR threshold.
The SAURON survey was based on a representative sample of ETGs but biased towards the upper end of the luminosity function. The ATLAS 3D survey probes a complete sample of ETGs in the Local volume (Paper I). This led to a improved criterion for the separation between fast and slow rotators with λR = 0.31 · √ at one effective radius Re (see Emsellem et al. 2011, hereafter Paper III) .
The main analysis performed in this paper is then based on the λR − diagram plotted at one Re. When the merger remnant presents a strong bar and/or strong spiral arms, the ellipticity is computed at 3Re to better account for the outer ellipticity and avoid being contaminated by the flattening of the bar (the difference being significant only for a small fraction of the projections), and λR always being computed at Re. This is the same procedure applied to the real ATLAS 3D galaxies in Paper III and makes our results directly comparable to the observations. The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the values of and λR for the 200 projections of the various disc progenitors. A few generic statements, valid for any of our spiral progenitors as well as for our fast rotator merger remnants (see Section 3), can be made (see also Jesseit et al. 2009 ):
• The edge-on view (high ) of the progenitors has, as expected, the highest λR value;
• as the galaxy is inclined (lower ) the value of λR slightly decreases, and
• as the viewing angle gets nearly face-on, the value of λR drops abruptly, reaching λR 0 for 0 as expected.
BINARY MERGERS OF DISC GALAXIES: SLOW AND FAST ROTATORS
This section is devoted to the analysis of the remnants of binary mergers of disc galaxies, which in our sample are Sb+Sc mergers with various orbits and mass ratios. We study under which conditions slow and fast rotators are formed, according to the criterion defined in Section 2.2.3. We will provide a more direct comparison between the properties of the simulated slow and fast rotators with the galaxies of the ATLAS 3D sample of nearby ETGs in Section 7. We also study which of the merger remnants harbour a KDC, and study the influence of the internal and orbital parameters of the merger in determining such properties.
General results: populations of slow and fast rotators
The λR − diagram is a useful tool to quantify the global properties of ETGs: it relates the angular momentum and flattening at one effective radius Re, and disentangles fast and slow rotators. , the red point corresponds to the projection with an ellipticity closest to the mean ellipticity. The intensity, velocity and velocity dispersion fields of the previous red point projections are plotted below the λ R − diagram. The name of the merger is written in the intensity map, the maximum value of the velocity Vmax and the minimum/maximum values of the velocity dispersion are written in their respective maps. The colorbar goes from -Vmax to +Vmax and can also be used as an indicator for the intensity and the velocity dispersion ("-1" corresponding to the lower value, "1" to the maximum value). The field of view is 15 × 15 kpc 2 (15 kpc 6Re). The white rectangle indicates a typical field covered by the instrument SAURON and corresponds to a field of 41" × 33" for a galaxy at a distance of 20 Mpc, its orientation follows the photometric position angle taken at 3Re. The λR − distribution for our entire sample of binary merger remnants is shown in Fig. 2 for galaxies with and without a KDC, respectively. The merger remnants can be seen in Appendix A, the colour code in the different panels presents in black the fast rotators, in red the slow rotators with KDC and in green the slow rotators without KDC. Fig. 2 shows evidence for a tight relation between the presence of a KDC and the slow versus fast rotator classification. All fast rotators presented in Fig. 3 show a clear and regular rotation pattern at all radii, and most slow rotators exhibit KDCs.
We can then sketch the following general results regarding the formation of fast and slow rotators and the presence of a KDC from our sample of binary disc mergers:
• We find both fast and slow rotators in our sample of relaxed remnants of binary disc mergers. An apparent bimodality is ob- . λ R − diagram for all simulations of binary mergers of disc galaxies. Top left: All projections of all mass ratios as in Fig. 2 , colours correspond to the different mass ratios. Top middle: All projections of mergers remnants for mass ratio 1:1. Top right: All projections of mergers remnants for mass ratio 2:1 with 10 per cent of gas. Bottom left: All projections of mergers remnants for mass ratio 2:1 with 33 per cent of gas. Bottom middle: All projections of mergers remnants for mass ratio 3:1. Bottom left: All projections of mergers remnants for mass ratio 6:1. The red symbols are for the projection which maximizes the ellipticity for a given remnant. The limit defining the slow/fast categories from ATLAS 3D is plotted as the solid black line. served in the global λR − distribution of the sample and in the presence of a KDC in the remnants. This could likely result from the specific choices of simulated mass ratios and the limited number of simulated incoming orbits.
• In our sample of merger remnants, fast rotators all have aligned kinematic and photometric axes, while slow rotators frequently exhibit kinematic misalignments (see Section 7.2 and examples in Fig. 3) , and obviously weak rotational support. This is similar to what is observed in the ATLAS 3D sample (Paper II). This suggests that slow rotators are not velocity-scaled down versions of members of the fast rotator population.
• Slow rotators remain slow for nearly all viewing angles, and fast rotators remain fast. Even nearly face-on projections of fast rotators are rarely classified as "slow". This result was already pointed out by Jesseit et al. (2009) while using a constant threshold for λR between slow and fast rotators as in E+07. The simulations allow here to further explore various projections of a given merger remnant: they confirm that the combination of the λR and parameters, together with the refined definition for fast and slow rotators recently proposed in Paper III (see Section 2.2) allow a robust classification of ETGs, which is almost independent of the viewing angles.
• Another intrinsic difference between fast and slow rotators is that none of the fast rotators harbours a KDC, while the majority of slow rotators do harbour a clear KDC. Only for a few slow rotators we could not detect a clear KDC (with sufficient rotation amplitude or misalignment angle). This strong trend brings further support to the relevance of the definition of fast and slow rotators as emphasising two families with different intrinsic properties. With the low noise level and very high velocity resolution of our simulations, we notice that KDCs in slow rotators are visible for the vast majority of projections, but sometimes with rather low velocity amplitudes which would be hard to detect in observations.
• Slow rotators have relatively high edge-on ellipticities (0.45 to 0.65), with the ones for fast rotators being only slightly larger (generally 0.5 to 0.75). The mean ellipticities over random projections show a somewhat more significant though still mild difference, being around 0.35 for slow rotators and 0.45 for fast rotators. The fast rotators with the highest edge-on ellipticities ( > 0.7) are remnants of some of the less violent 3:1-6:1 mergers; those which tend to appear rounder formed with high orbital inclinations. We also note that the majority of fast rotators have a bar, and 6:1 merger remnants often have weak spiral arms associated with the bars.
• The typical λR profile of a fast rotator (see Fig. A1 to A5 in the Appendix) increases rapidly within 1 to 2 effective radii, and then exhibits a shallower positive slope. As for slow rotators, we observe two general types of λR profiles. (1) It can remain constant with a low value within 1.5 or 2 Re and then starts to slightly increase outwards or (2) λR shows a local maximum around 0.5 Re, decreasing from there to ∼ 1Re, with a subsequent outward increase: such a λR profile is the clear signature of large-scale KDC as mentioned in E+07 (see also McDermid et al. 2006) . In both cases, λR never reaches the level of fast rotators at very large radii: the mean value of λR over the edge-on projections at 3Re is 0.6 for the fast rotators and 0.25 for the slow rotators. The radial λR profiles of slow and fast rotators are therefore significantly different both at small and large radii.
The definition of slow and fast rotators seems to robustly disentangle two families of ETGs with different intrinsic properties, with e.g., the formation of KDCs in slow rotators only. To further understand the influence of various initial parameters, we now explore the impact of the mass ratio, orbital parameters, gas fraction and nature of the spiral progenitors, on the properties of merger remnants. Fig. 4 shows the λR − diagram for different mass ratios, and different gas fractions in the cases of 2:1 mergers. 1:1 and 2:1 mergers form slow rotators in about 60 per cent of our simulations, the lowest λR systems being formed in equal-mass mergers (the fraction of slow rotators directly reflecting the initial orbital parameters, see Section 3.4 and Fig. 5 ). The formation of slow rotators is unlikely in 3:1 mergers, and does not occur in 6:1 mergers. This is consistent with the conclusions of previous samples of merger simulations (e.g. Naab & Burkert 2003; Bournaud, Combes & Jog 2004; Jesseit et al. 2009 ). Bournaud, Combes & Jog (2004) showed that spheroid dominated galaxies with little rotating disc components could be formed only during the so-called "major" mergers (1:1-3:1), while "intermediate" mergers with mass ratios between 4:1 and 10:1 did not perturb the galaxies much from the initial disclike morphology and kinematics. Naab & Burkert (2003) found that mass ratios of 3:1 and above formed discy systems. Our present conclusions therefore confirm these results, but with a larger and higher-resolution sample of simulations and new analysis parameters.
Influence of the mass ratio
3.3 Influence of the gas fraction 2:1 mergers were simulated with gas fractions of 10 and 33 per cent. Both sub-samples show similar distributions of λR, , and presence of a KDC. The gas fraction thus seems to have no major impact on the global properties of the merger remnants, although we did not explore the context of very high-redshift mergers (z ∼ 2 and above) which could involve extreme gas fractions, e.g., above 50 per cent (Daddi et al. 2010; Tacconi et al. 2010) . Mergers with very low gas fractions (fgas ∼ 0 per cent) should not be associated with spiral-like progenitors, which is the topic of the present section, but with ETG-like progenitors (see Section 4).
A possible cause for the observed similarities between the remnants with 10% and 33% is early gas consumption in the spiral progenitors. If the spirals with 33% of their mass in gas transform most of this gas into stars before the coalescence, this could potentially lead to an actual merger with roughly 10% of gas. We thus investigated how gas consumption proceeds in the progenitors before the merger for both samples (10% and 33% of gas). We first check whether or not the gas consumption is altered by differences in the duration of the merger in the two samples. This is not the case as only the gas fraction is varied, not the orbits: for both samples, the mean time t coal from the start of the simulation to the coalescence is t coal 7 × t dyn with the dynamical time t dyn ∼ 100 Myr. We then explore the consumption of the gas before the passage at the first pericentre, i.e. when the gravitational force did not have time yet to strongly perturb the progenitors. During that period, the spirals with 10% and 33% of their baryonic mass in gas respectively consume on average 11% and 14% (with a maximum of 17%) of their gas (representing ∼ 1.1% and 4.6% with a maximum of 5.6% of the total initial baryonic mass). The available gas after the pericentre is then, on average, ∼ 9% and ∼ 28% for spirals with initial gas fractions of 10 and 33%. The spiral progenitors are thus still very different when the merger occurs and the similarities between the two sub-samples cannot be attributed to a different consumption of gas before the merger.
One could a priori expect that a relatively high gas fraction eases the immediate re-building of massive rotating disc components during or soon after the merger. A few studies suggested that gas-rich mergers could form discy fast rotating systems, or even spiral galaxies (e.g., Robertson et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2009b ). The relatively stable morphology and kinematics of the 2:1 merger remnants with 10 and 33 per cent of gas could a priori seem conflicting with these earlier results: the value of λR at 1 Re averaged over all 2:1 mergers varies only from 0.17 to 0.19 when the gas fraction is increased from 10 to 33 per cent and the average value of the ellipticity varies from 0.39 to 0.38. Actually, a separate study by Bournaud et al. (2010) shows that a high gas fraction does not easily reform massive and extended disc components in major mergers. This occurs provided that most of the ISM is modelled as a cold medium supported by supersonic turbulence, which is the case in our present sticky particle simulations 3 and in the AMR models of Bournaud et al. (2010) , rather than being supported by a high thermal pressure as it is often the case in existing SPH simulations. This probably explains the differences between our results and the published works mentioned above.
Influence of orbital parameters
We now examine, for mergers with mass ratios 1:1 and 2:1 which form the majority of slow rotators, how the orbital parameters influence or determine the slow/fast nature of the merger remnant and the associated presence/absence of a KDC. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of fast and slow rotators as a function of the orbital inclination/orientation with respect to the Sb progenitor galaxy for the 1:1 and 2:1 merger remnants. We remind the reader that the Sb progenitor is the "main" (most massive) progenitor in the 2:1 mergers. Mergers with a direct (prograde) orbit with respect to the Sb progenitor all produce fast rotators. Mergers with a retrograde orbit with respect to the Sb progenitor almost exclusively produce slow rotators regardless of the spin of the Sc galaxy. The formation of a slow rotator may then be a likely event in a 1:1 or 2:1 merger of spiral galaxies: if the main requirement is to have a retrograde orbit for the main progenitor, the relative fraction of slow and fast rotators should directly reflect the spin distribution of the progenitors (with respect to the orbit, Fig. 4) .
These conclusions are further assessed by Fig. 6 : it presents the average λR value as a function of the orbital orientation for both progenitor galaxies (i.e., dd, rd and rr orbits) for all mass ratios. It shows that, while rr orbits result in a somewhat lower angular momentum at 1 Re than rd orbits (or similar for 1:1 and 6:1 mass ratios), most of the angular momentum removal is already obtained for rd orbits, where the orbit is retrograde for the main Sb progenitor but direct (prograde) for the Sc companion. Depending on the initial orbital parameters of the system, the redistribution of angular momentum (orbital momentum plus the internal momenta of each progenitor) via violent relaxation occurs differently. Ideally, we could derive a function describing how this redistribution proceeds in a binary galaxy merger, taking into account the various ingredients of that merger (orbital and internal spins, gas fractions, Hubble type of the progenitors, etc). This would have predictive power in terms of the dynamical status of the remnant (slow or fast rotators) and would be a major asset for implementation in e.g., semi-analytic models of galaxy formation. Considering that the number of initial parameters is vast, one should need more simulations to constrain and determine such function. This is clearly beyond the scope of the present paper.
Influence of the Hubble type of the progenitor spiral galaxies
We noted above from Fig. 5 that having the main progenitor prograde or retrograde largely determines the fast or slow rotator nature of the merger remnant, while the orbit orientation with respect to the companion has a weaker effect. This is expected for unequal mass mergers, and in particular for 6:1 mass ratios, where the companion mass and momentum are naturally much lower than those of the main progenitor. This is however more surprising for 1:1 mergers. Indeed, these equal-mass mergers end-up with a relatively similar λR as long as the Sb progenitor has a retrograde orientation, regardless of the orientation of the Sc progenitor. This could be the consequence of a "saturation" effect: the final angular momentum of the merger remnant could be dominated in the centre by one retrograde galaxy with the other (retrograde) galaxy contributing very little. However, the central properties of merger remnants which exhibit relatively high angular momentum obtained via a prograde orientation of the Sb progenitor show little variation whether the Sc progenitor is on a prograde or retrograde orientation. This suggests that the Sb and Sc progenitors do not have symmetric roles in determining the properties of the merger remnant. We first examined whether or not this is an artefact from the initial positioning of the two spiral galaxies in the simulation box and/or the initial orientation of their spin axis with respect to the numerical grid. To test this, we reversed the initial positioning of the Sb and Sc progenitors and changed the grid orientation in a re-simulation of the m11rd0 merger: we observe no significant difference in the merger remnants. This confirms that our results do not depend on the simulation box size and grid orientation. We then simulated mergers in which the Sb progenitor is on a direct orbital orientation, and the Sc progenitor is on a retrograde orientation, i.e. dr mergers -so far our sample comprised only rd mergers with a retrograde Sb and a direct Sc progenitor. Given that the m11rd0 and m11rdVm orbits resulted in quite typical slow rotators, we performed the corresponding m11dr0 and m11drVm simulations. The λR − profiles are shown on Fig. 7 . The m11dr0 and m11drVm remnants are fast rotators, relatively typical compared to the fast rotators produced on dd orbits. The outputs of dr and rd orbits are therefore widely different. This shows that while the angular momentum of a merger remnant largely depends on the total available (baryonic) angular momentum, i.e. the sum of the orbital angular momentum and the internal spin of each progenitor galaxy, the Hubble type of the progenitor galaxies -i.e their central concentration and dynamical stability -has a significant impact. A retrograde orbit around an early-type spiral, such as our so-called Sb galaxy, is efficient in producing slow rotators (for 1:1 and 2:1 mergers). A retrograde orbit around a late-type spiral, such as our so-called Sc galaxy, does not significantly impact the angular momentum remaining in the central body of the merger remnant (see Fig. 7 and Section 5.3 for the interpretation).
GALAXY REMERGERS
Naab, suggested that mergers of ETGs play an important role in the assembly of massive galaxies. Khochfar & have also shown, via simulations in a cosmological context, that the last major merger of bright present-day ETGs (MB 21) was preferentially between bulge-dominated galaxies, while those with MB 20 have mainly experienced last major mergers between a bulge-dominated and a disk-dominated galaxy. This Section thus introduces binary galaxy mergers of ETGs, or "remergers", with the goal to examine the morphology and kinematics of such remnants. The progenitors we used for this analysis are themselves the remnants of binary disc mergers described in the previous Sections. Table 3 details the remergers we have performed. We run simulations for four pairs of progenitors with different orbital configurations (dd, dr, rd, rr). The first three pairs have been drawn from simulations with two initial mass ratios and two initial gas fractions, namely m11, m21g10 and m21g33. In these three cases, the orbital configurations that generated the progenitors were kept the same for a given remerger configuration, e.g for a dd remerger orbit we always use progenitors coming from rd0 (primary) and rr0 (secondary) orbits. The progenitors for the fourth pair (fourth re- merger set) are m21g10 and a spiral. Velocity maps of all remerger remnants are shown in Fig. A6 to A9 in the Appendix. Fig. 8 presents the λR − diagram for the remergers, the four subplots correspond to the four different types of remergers (rem2x11, rem2x21g10, rem2x21g33, rem21g10+S) and the four colours in each subplots corresponding to the orbit of remerging (dd, dr, rd, rr). From the results of binary galaxy disc mergers (see previous Sections), we could presume that the rr orbit would produce the slowest rotators of this sample of remergers. In fact, the dd cases are the ones to produce the slowest systems for the four different types of remergers. In the dd cases of galaxy remergers, both progenitors are slow rotators and hold a KDC. The progenitors acquire angular momentum from the orbit, resulting in merged galaxies with large-scale rotation, and the KDCs have been destroyed. The remnant is classified as a slow rotator but is very close to the dividing line separating slow and fast rotators. The remnant does not present any sign of a KDC and has its photometric and kinematic axis aligned.
In the other cases (dr, rd, rr), the main progenitor is a slow rotator with a KDC and the companion is a fast rotator. During the merger, the main progenitor -with no global rotation -acquires angular momentum from the orbit while the companion -similar to the behaviour of the spiral Sb progenitor -keeps the initial orientation of its spin, the contribution of which determines and dominates the final spin of the remnant. None of these remergers exhibit a stellar KDC: the KDCs which were present in the progenitors have been destroyed and none are created during the merger. The final remnants of these remergers are rounder than binary disc merger remnants and all have regular kinematics. As mentioned, a few of these (mostly the dd) lie just below the limit between the slow and fast rotators, emphasising the potential small overlap between the two families (Paper III).
As seen in our sample of galaxy remergers, and in agreement with the results of Di Matteo et al. (2009), slow or non rotating galaxies can gain central angular momentum through mergers via a transfer of the orbital angular momentum and start to rotate. The final state of a merger remnant is the combination of internal+orbital angular momentum: starting with one or two slow rotators can thus leads to a rotating merger remnant. To form a round slow rotator via ETG mergers, one should need two fast rotators on a favourable (e.g rr) orbit. Repeated minor mergers may preserve the initial KDC of the initial ETG and heat the external parts of the galaxy (Bournaud, Jog & Combes 2007; Qu et al. 2010 ): this could end up with a round slow rotator, but this scenario has not been tested yet.
PROPERTIES AND FORMATION MECHANISMS FOR KDC VIA MAJOR MERGERS
In this section, we focus on the processes involved in the formation of a KDC in our simulations, and we thus examine the relative contribution of the different components, namely the old stars, the young stars and the gas associated with the KDC observed in the merger remnant.
The contribution from old stars
To probe the contribution of the old stars in the slow rotator remnants with a KDC, we have separated the old stars which belong to the Sb progenitor from the ones of the Sc companion. The intensity and velocity fields of six analysed cases (m11, m21g10, m21g33 with rd orbit and m11, m21g10, m21g33 with rr orbit) are shown in Fig. 9 . The projections used in that figure have been selected to emphasise the respective contributions of the progenitors in the final remnant and do not specifically correspond to edge-on or faceon views of the galaxy. There seem to be two qualitatively different types of KDCs which can in fact be associated with different initial orbits. In the rd cases, a KDC is visible within 1 Re and results from the luminosity weighted average of two counter-rotating stellar systems. In the rr orbits, the KDC is more prominent and extended, and is visible in the individual contributions of both progenitors, at least for the 1:1 mergers. This can be understood by following the Sb and Sc progenitor in turn.
The Sb progenitor remains, within the central region, mostly unaffected by the merger, even for large mass ratios (1:1). This is true except at R < Re for the rr orbit: when the Sc companion has a negative spin (with respect to the orbit) the Sb progenitor is more severely affected. This is consistent with the picture developed by Renaud et al. (2009) which suggests that retrograde galaxy orbits allow more material to be available for later interactions when galaxies get closer to each others.
The Sc progenitor is, in stark contrast with the Sb progenitor, almost entirely disrupted during the merging event and will basically adopt part of the orbital angular momentum (the rest being transferred to the dark matter component) and its sign. The final contribution of the Sc progenitor in the remnant therefore mostly reflects that choice of orbit, which was assumed as prograde (positive) as a reference. When the Sc progenitor itself is on a prograde orbit, this will add up to produce a rapidly rotating stellar component to the remnant. When the Sc progenitor is on a retrograde orbit, and considering that the close interaction time between stars of the Sc and the global potential of the Sb is then shortened (Renaud et remain in the remnant potentially producing a rather large stellar KDC (from old stars).
We can therefore naturally expect a KDC to form as soon as the Sb progenitor is on a retrograde orbit, due to the superposition of a positively rotating contribution from the companion, and the counter-rotating stellar contribution of the main Sb progenitor. When the Sc is on a retrograde orbit, it more violently affects the Sb progenitor which then exhibits a KDC. The Sc is then also transformed into a stellar system with rather disturbed and complex dynamics resulting from the superposition of the orbital wrapping (following the galaxy orbit) and the initial angular momentum of the stars (in the opposite sense). This process is valid for both the 1:1 and 2:1 mergers. However, the Sc companion in an unequal mass mergers has obviously a smaller influence on the Sb progenitor and is itself more easily destroyed which explains why it appears as having fully adopted the sign of the orbital angular momentum vector. This is nicely illustrated in Fig. 9 . In the case of a 2:1 rr merger, the two contributions have roughly the same mass profiles within the central kpc. The velocity map of the remnant is then composed of the superposition of the counter-rotating component of the Sb progenitor and the contribution from the Sc companion. At larger radii (r > 1 kpc), the Sb galaxy is dominant in mass and leads the velocity field of the merger remnant. An apparent KDC is then visible in the merger remnant. The small (∼ 1 kpc) decoupled core in the centre of the Sb progenitor is also smaller than in 1:1 mergers because the companion is lighter and does not affect the central stars of the Sb progenitor much. However, as also pointed out in the 1:1 merger cases, the decoupled core is larger than in the rd case as the mass of the companion falling in the centre is bigger.
We can now easily extend this analysis to the dd and dr cases which produce fast rotators. In the case of a dd orbit, the two spins of the progenitors are aligned with the spin of the orbital angular momentum. This maximises the (positive) angular momentum, which naturally produces a flattened fast rotator. The output of the case of the dr orbit can be extrapolated from the rr case: the Sc companion has a spin anti-parallel with respect to the orbital angular momentum vector. During the approach, the companion is violently disturbed and its stars (most of them in 1:1 and all of them in 2:1 mergers) merge with the Sb progenitor with the spin of the orbit (and of the Sb progenitor). The final merger remnant is then composed of two components with the same sense of rotation and is then a fast rotator, just slightly rounder than for a dd orbit.
The contribution from young stars and gas
In Fig. 10 we present the velocity fields of the gas and the young stars of the projections used for Fig. 9 , the iso-magnitude contours of the old stars being superimposed. We can see that the gas and the young stars share the sense of rotation with the outer part of the final remnants. The gas does not show much sign of a disturbed morphology or kinematics in the centre. The young stars exhibit some misalignments in the very centre of the galaxy, these misalignments being roughly at 90
• with respect to the photometric major-axis of the remnant. The gas, and the associated star formation, thus do not play a major role in the KDC itself, although the concentration of gas and young stars in the central part of the merger remnant bring an additional central density which could influence the evolution of the KDC.
A small (∼ 1 kpc) KDC is observed in the map of the young stars for the m11rr case (Fig. 10) . These young stars, formed in a burst of star formation near the pericentre, are thus subjected to violent relaxation, as are the old stars. Part of the young and old stellar populations of the two progenitors end up in two counter-rotating discs (see previous Section): forming, under certain conditions, a central KDC. Galaxies with a young KDC counter-rotating with respect to the gas supply are actually observed in the ATLAS 3D sample (McDermid et al., in prep).
Summary
The KDCs in the merger remnants are mostly seen in the old stars, with only a weak signature in the young stars (none in the gas). Moreover, most of the KDCs formed in the major mergers (1:1, 2:1) do not correspond to physically distinct stellar components (see also the study of van den , except in the case of 1:1 binary disc mergers on a rr orbit. These "apparent" KDCs result from the superposition of two counter-rotating stellar components where one disc is dominating the mass profile in the centre while the second disc is dominating outwards. This scenario seems to hold even when the two progenitor discs have the same sense of rotation but with a spin which is retrograde with respect to the orbital angular momentum. The formation of an apparent counter-rotating core (CRC) with two initial retrograde progenitors has also been probed by Balcells & Quinn (1990) in a 5:1 merger of oblate ETGs: the companion adopts the sign of the orbital angular momentum during the merger to form a CRC when the two galaxies merge. The physical process invoked to form CRCs in Balcells & Quinn (1990) appears consistent with the one witnessed in the present study, although we only form here CRCs in remnants of major (1:1 or 2:1) mergers. As pointed out in Section 3.5, the two progenitors have a different influence on the output of the merger. Our so-called Sb progenitor is more concentrated and dynamically stable, and most of its stars keep their original orientation during the merger. The socalled Sc progenitor is colder, less concentrated and responds more efficiently to potential disturbances.
Our study on the formation of the KDCs in binary mergers of disc galaxies should therefore be completed by probing mergers with various morphological types e.g., Sb-Sb or Sc-Sc. The detailed role of the Hubble type for disc progenitors in galaxy mergers is an important issue which will be examined in a future study.
RECENT STUDIES ON SIMULATED BINARY MERGERS AND THE FORMATION OF KDCS
We have focused our analysis on the central part of the merger remnants to study in details the formation of the slow and fast rotators (and the formation of the KDCs) and here, we specifically compare our results with two other sets of simulations, namely the work of Jesseit et al. (2009) and Hoffman et al. (2010) . They have both performed a suite of simulations using the TreeSPH code Gadget-2 (Springel 2005 ) with a gravitational softening length of 140 pc. In these simulations, Hoffman et al. (2010) included radiative heating and cooling, star formation, feedback from supernovae and active galactic nuclei and used a total of 4 × 10 5 particles while Jesseit et al. (2009) "only" included star formation and stellar feedback but with a total of ∼ 10 6 particles. We discuss in the following some relevant differences between these studies and ours.
Jesseit et al. (2009) emphasised the formation of slow and fast rotators with their sample of simulations. They have simulated bi-nary mergers of disc galaxies with mass ratios from 1:1 to 4:1 as well as galaxy remergers. We find some significant differences with their results:
• 75 per cent of their 1:1 mergers, but only 10 per cent of their 2:1 are slow rotators. This can be compared with 60 per cent for both 2:1 and 1:1 mergers in our sample.
• Overall, their merger remnants are rounder than ours. Their progenitors have < 0.5 and their slow rotators have < 0.4, their dry remnants are flatter but do not have > 0.6. The distribution of λR and for their fast rotator remnants are consistent with the fast rotators described in the present paper.
• The ellipticity and λR distributions of their 1:1 disc-disc merger remnants are "hardly distinguishable" from their ETG-ETG merger remnants. From our sample, the difference is very clear, our ETG-ETG merger remnants are rounder and are classified as fast rotators, and we do not produce slow rotators with very low λR values from re-merging of disc binary mergers.
These differences could be mainly explained by variations in the initial parameters of the disc galaxies. The progenitors in Jesseit et al. (2009) have a more massive bulge (B/T = 1/4, as compared to B/T = 1/5 and 1/8 for our study), and their bulges are nonrotating: this may produce rounder remnants. These remnants are also classified as slow rotators, which may be again linked with the absence of rotation of the bulges in their progenitors.
The distance between the two progenitors at the pericentre is about two disc scale-lengths (∼ 7 kpc) in Jesseit et al. (2009) while this distance is about 10 to 25 kpc (depending on the mass ratio) in our study. The lower angular momentum of orbits induced by the lower pericentric distance may also affect the merger remnants. In the present study, we have also simulated binary mergers with an impact parameter R decreased from 60 to 35 kpc. In this range of R values, there is no significant difference in the shapes and kinematics of the merger remnants we obtain, for all mass ratios and initial spins of the progenitors, when the value of R is decreased. Other simulations with even lower pericentre distances (e.g with impact parameters 10 kpc as in Hoffman et al. 2010 ) should be considered for further comparison, but this is outside of the scope of this paper. Orbits with large impact parameters and pericentric distances, as in our study, seem statistically more representative of hierarchical merging in ΛCDM context . However, the presence of an external gravitational field (in dense environment) may significantly impact the orbit of the two progenitors, decreasing the pericentric distance (Martig, private comm.) : this will be examined in more detail in a forthcoming paper. Hoffman et al. (2010) have simulated binary mergers of disc galaxies of mass ratio 1:1 at different gas ratio (from 0 to 40 per cent of gas). Again, there are several differences between their results and ours:
• From 0 to 10 per cent of gas, their remnants are all slowly rotating. They do not have KDCs, the slow rotator galaxies are dominated by box orbits or by minor axis rotation. With 15 and 20 per cent of gas, most of their remnants have a KDC. When reaching 30 and 40 per cent of gas, their remnants are all fast rotators. They do not mention any trend between the initial condition of merging (e.g the orientation of the discs) and the formation of slowly rotating early-type galaxies.
• Their KDCs are small discs of young stars coming from the gas in rotation in the centre. When the fraction of gas is increased, the size of the final disc of gas -and thus the disc of young starsis also increased and it creates a fast rotator. Their fast rotators are purely dominated by the young stars created in this large disc of gas in rotation. In our sample, the KDC is an apparent KDC (except for the 1:1 merger with rr orbits) and is seen only in the old stars. The gas does not show any sign of counter-rotation. Our KDCs do not depend on the gas ratio, as we do not find any significant difference between the remnants with 10 or 33 per cent of gas. Hoffman et al. (2010) have used pure stellar discs (i.e. without a stellar bulge or spheroid) as progenitor galaxies, and a low impact parameter of 7.1 kpc (and thus a lower pericentric distance). These initial conditions are far from ours and lead to a very different merging process. We speculate that, as the orbit leads to a more rapid and direct collision, the two discs are destroyed and strongly influenced by violent relaxion and are not expected to keep a trace of the original disc dynamics (except at large radii as pointed out in their paper). This may explain why none of their low gas fraction mergers shows signs of rotation around the short-axis of the remnants.
The treatment of the gas and the resolution used for the simulations are also different between this study and the one presented here. Bois et al. (2010) showed that at high resolution, thinner gas structures are resolved during the merger, which can result in structured and clustered star formation. These local density peaks are accompanied by rapid variations of the gravitational potential, which help scatter stellar orbits and evacuate the angular momentum. A gas-free and a gas-rich merger should differ not only with the reformation of a disc of gas in the centre of the remnant as seen in Hoffman et al. (2010) , but also at all radii with different stellar orbits (see also Bournaud et al. 2010) . These results emphasized the need for high spatial and mass resolution (see also Bois et al. 2010; Powell et al. 2010; ) and for realistic physical inputs: e.g. the treatment of the gas with models capable of resolving the main dense gas clouds/SF regions (see Governato et al. 2009 , in a cosmological context).
COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS
We here compare directly our sample of merger remnants (binary mergers and ETG remergers) with the sample of 260 galaxies observed in the context of the ATLAS 3D project (Paper I). For that purpose, we first use the λR − diagram, and also compare the distribution of alignments between the photometric and kinematic axes. Fig. 11 shows the λR − diagram for the 260 galaxies of the ATLAS 3D sample (extracted from Paper III) and presents the distribution of projections for the simulated spiral progenitors, remerger remnants, and merger remnants of binary disc galaxies. It also presents the distribution of projections for our merger remnants of binary disc galaxies weighted by the probability of the galaxy-galaxy merger rate as a function of the mass ratio in ΛCDM. From Hopkins et al. (2010) for a galaxy of mass 10 11 M (i.e. with the mass of our main progenitor), if P is the probability of having a 1:1 merger, the probability to have a 2:1 merger (resp. 3:1 and 6:1) is 4P (resp. 6P and 9P ). The lower mass ratios are favoured, so does the formation of fast rotators via a binary galaxy merger.
The λR − diagram
By looking at where the observed ATLAS 3D galaxies and our sample of galaxy mergers lie in such a λR− diagram, we can make The lower panels show the intensity, velocity and velocity dispersion maps of the red point projections. The projection is written in the intensity map, the maximum value of the velocity and the minimum/maximum values of the velocity dispersion are written in their respective maps. The colorbar goes from -Vmax to +Vmax and can also be used as an indicator for the intensity and the velocity dispersion. The field of view is 6 × 6 kpc 2 (6 kpc 2.5Re). The white rectangle indicates a typical field covered by the instrument SAURON and corresponds to a field of 41" × 33" for a galaxy at a distance of 20 Mpc, its orientation follows the photometric position angle taken at 3Re.
a first rough assessment of the relevance of binary disc mergers and remergers for nearby ETGs:
• For high values of λR (∼ 0.5 -0.8), the distribution of ATLAS 3D galaxies coincides in fact with the distribution of our progenitors, this has been also pointed out in Jesseit et al. (2009) . These local galaxies often contain a bar and are consistent with disc galaxies. These could be disc galaxies which have evolved via various internal processes -at high redshift (e.g. Elmegreen, Bournaud & Elmegreen 2008; Dekel, Sari & Ceverino 2009) and/or at low redshift (Athanassoula & Bureau 1999 ) -and through accretion of gas or very small companions (Toth & Ostriker 1992; Martig & Bournaud 2010; Moster et al. 2010 ).
• For intermediate values of λR (∼ 0.25 -0.5), the ATLAS
3D
galaxies are closer to the fast rotator merger remnants. These observed ETGs could thus be the remnants of a merger between a spiral galaxy and a companion with a mass ratio from 10:1 to 1:1 (see e.g. Bendo & Barnes 2000; Cretton et al. 2001; Naab & Burkert 2003; Bournaud, Jog & Combes 2005; Naab & Trujillo 2006) .
• In the ATLAS 3D sample, we find ∼ 30 galaxies with λR < 0.25 classified as fast rotators. These galaxies have rather small ellipticities: some of these therefore may be consistent with the remnants of a binary merger of disc galaxies viewed face-on, but this cannot hold for the full set of low λR fast rotators. As seen in Fig. 11 , the result of a major remerger can form a galaxy with a relatively low intrinsic ellipticity and low λR values and can better account for these galaxies. A remnant of a major binary merger of spirals followed by mergers of smaller companions, or the fast evolution of galaxies in groups (see e.g. Konstantopoulos et al. 2010) may also lead to a similar output.
• The comparison with the observed slow rotators is less evidential. In the context of the sub-classes of slow rotators defined in Paper II, we can emphasise the following items. Observed non rotators are among the most massive objects in the ATLAS 3D sample (Papers I and III) and very probably have a complex merger history (Nieto, Bender & Surma 1991; Tremblay & Merritt 1996) , clearly beyond the simple picture provided by the binary mergers described here. Galaxies observed to exhibit KDCs all have apparent < 0.4: as already emphasised, the slow rotator remnants obtained in our sample of simulations are much too flat comparatively. This implies that only a few of the observed slow rotators could have been simply formed via binary mergers of disc galaxies, and these would in addition need to be viewed at relatively high inclination. Slow rotators could therefore be the result of a single major merger but then with significantly more violent initial conditions (e.g. with a very small impact parameter, Duc et al. 2011, in prep) or must have experienced further interactions: a sequence of small satellite mergers may produce rounder remnants and at the same time preserve the KDCs. Such accretion of low-mass objects should be much more Probability distibution Figure 11 . λ R − diagram for the 260 galaxies of the ATLAS 3D sample (shown as dots) compared to our simulation sample. The dashed line corresponds to the limit defining the slow and fast rotators. Top: The contours represent the distribution of projections of the simulated fast rotator disc remnants in blue, slow rotators disc remnants in red, remerger remnants in green and spiral progenitors in black. Bottom: The contours represent the distribution of projected remnants (slow+fast) of disc mergers statistically weighted depending on the likelihood of its mass ratio (see text for details).
frequent than major mergers and are therefore expected (see e.g. Khochfar & Silk 2006; Naab et al. 2007; Bournaud, Jog & Combes 2007; Genel et al. 2008 Genel et al. , 2010 Naab, Johansson & Ostriker 2009; Hopkins et al. 2010; Oser et al. 2010; Qu et al. 2010; Abadi et al. 2010 , ΛCDM models).
• We can probably account for 2-σ galaxies with our sample of simulations. All the observed 2-σ galaxies have > 0.3 and their properties (see Papers II and III) indicate that they could have been formed via a single binary merger (see also Balcells & Quinn 1990; Hernquist & Barnes 1991; Balcells & González 1998; Barnes 2002; Jesseit et al. 2007; Crocker et al. 2009 ). Fig. 12 shows three simulated merger remnants (formed with a 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1 mergers) which resemble the observed 2-σ galaxies. The remnants formed via a 1:1 and 2:1 mergers are classified as slow rotators and present a KDC while the remnant formed with a 3:1 merger is a fast rotator (without KDC) but staying close to the limit defining these two populations. This picture is consistent with the ATLAS 3D observations where 2-σ galaxies are found in both families of ETGs. for all projections of the merger remnants. The y-axis is normalised to the total number of projections per categories: the fast rotators (for mass ratios 1:1 to 6:1) are in blue, the slow rotators of mass ratio 1:1 in red, the slow rotators of mass ratio 2:1 (both 10 and 33 per cent of gas) in green. The errors on Ψ are within a bin size. Bottom: Same histogram but only for the projections which maximize the ellipticity (edge-on view) of the merger remnants.
Photometric and kinematic alignments
Based on the Franx, Illingworth & de Zeeuw (1991) definition, we calculate the kinematic misalignment angle Ψ as the difference between the measured photometric and kinematic position angles taken at three effective radii (see also Paper II) as:
The measurement of this quantity at large radii minimises the impact of central decoupled structures such as e.g. a KDC and bar. Ψ is defined between two observationally related quantities and it approximates the true kinematic misalignment angle which should be measured between the intrinsic minor axis and the intrinsic angular momentum vector. Ψ can range from 0 to 90
• (the use of sin removes additional differences of 180
• between PA phot and PA kin ).
This analysis has been made for the sample of the 260 ATLAS 3D galaxies in Paper II. The regular velocity pattern galaxies (i.e fast rotators) are mostly found at small Ψ values, and the galaxies with complex kinematic structures (non rotators, NRV, 2-σ and KDC galaxies) often exhibit strong misalignments between the photometry and kinematics.
Our simulations are in good agreements with these observational results. The top panel of Fig. 13 shows the histogram of the kinematic misalignment angles for all projections of all binary merger remnants. The fast rotators have 60 per cent of their projections in the first bin with Ψ < 5
• , with another 17 per cent with 5 < Ψ < 10
• , and 88 per cent of the projections have Ψ < 20
• . The slow rotators for the 2:1 mergers have respectively 42, 15, 82 per cent of their projections in these domains, respectively, while the slow rotators associated with 1:1 mergers are distributed homogeneously from 0 to 90
• . Our fast rotator remnants should thus be considered as perfectly aligned: the spin axis of the stellar component is the photometric short-axis. The slow rotators associated with 2:1 mergers are also relatively well aligned: the most massive progenitor (the Sb spiral in this study) dominates the velocity rotation, and the galaxy remnant remains flat and disc-like. The slow rotators formed in 1:1 mergers show significant misalignment: the two progenitors end up contributing to counter-rotating stellar components which almost cancel any central rotation around the photometric minor-axis. The rotation is then dominated by the kpc-size KDC and by rotation along the photometric minor-axis at larger radii (Hoffman et al. 2010 ). These results are confirmed when selecting the projections which maximize the ellipticity (i.e the edge-on projection) of the merger remnants (see also Fig. A1 to A5 in Appendix A for the corresponding velocity maps): the edgeon projections of the fast rotators are always aligned with Ψ < 5
• (except for the merger remnant m11rrip), while some 2:1 slow rotators show significant misalignments and all 1:1 slow rotators do.
The same results are found by Jesseit et al. (2009) , they have analysed misalignment angles for the oblate, prolate and triaxial simulated merger remnants described in Thomas et al. (2007) . Their disc-like oblate system is a fast rotator and has most of its projections with Ψ < 5
• while the more disturbed prolate and triaxial remnants show misalignments.
Summary
The morphology and kinematics of the modelled fast rotators (including the spiral progenitors) are in good agreement with the observed local fast rotators, mainly composed of flat and rotationally supported discs with nearly aligned photometric and kinematic axes. In the context of our sample of simulations, we can exclude the formation of the non rotators via binary mergers of disc or early-type galaxies: these are intrinsically round and thus supported by velocity dispersion alone, properties which are not observed in our sample of merger remnants. The observed galaxies with a KDC shared some properties (misalignments and angular momentum content) with our simulated merger remnants but they are also intrinsically rounder: their formation history is then certainly much more complex than the simple picture of binary mergers of disc galaxies. We can possibly account for the formation of some observed slow rotator galaxies of the ATLAS 3D sample, namely the so-called 2-σ galaxies, with 1:1 or 2:1 mergers: these systems present signatures of the presence of two counter-rotating components (see e.g. van den . A more detailed comparison, e.g., including h3,4 − v/σ diagrams, or gas distribution and kinematics, would be required to confirm this result.
CONCLUSIONS
We have simulated 70 binary mergers of disc galaxies at an unprecedented resolution for such a sample of simulations. We have studied the effect of different initial parameters on the global properties of merger remnants, varying: the mass ratio (from 1:1 to 6:1), the initial conditions of the mergers (incoming velocity, impact parameter, inclination in the orbital plane), the spins of the progenitors. We have also simulated 16 binary remergers of galaxies between two binary spiral merger remnants, varying: the mass, the class (slow/fast) of the progenitors, and the spin of the initial ETG-like progenitors. We have then compared the properties of our sample of (re)merger remnants with the observed 260 ETGs of the ATLAS 3D survey. We have also compared our work with previous established samples of numerical simulations. Our main conclusions can be summarized as follows:
(i) We obtain both fast and slow rotators. In binary mergers, the fast rotators can be observed at all mass ratios while the slow rotators are formed only for mass ratios between 1:1 and 2:1, in agreement with Jesseit et al. (2009) . We confirm that the limit separating the two families of ETGs defined by the ATLAS 3D survey is meaningful, as our simulated slow and fast rotators present distinct characteristics: the fast (resp. slow) rotators have a high (resp. low) angular momentum content, their photometric and kinemetric position angle are aligned (resp. misaligned), they present (resp. do not present) regular velocity patterns. An important difference is the presence (or absence) of a KDC: none of the fast rotators hold a KDC while most of the slow rotators do.
(ii) The two parameters which constrain the formation of the KDCs are (1) the mass ratio between the initial spirals, as we form a KDC only with 1:1 and 2:1 mergers, and (2) the orientation of the initial spin axis of the earliest-type (Sb) disc progenitor with respect to the orbital angular momentum (its spin has to be anti-parallel). The spin of the later-type (Sc) progenitor has less importance as this galaxy is mostly disrupted during the merging process. For a 1:1 merger, if the two progenitors are retrograde, the KDC is intrinsically decoupled from the external part of the merger remnant. For all other initial conditions leading to the formation of a slow rotator, the KDC is only an apparent KDC formed via the superposition of two counter-rotating discs.
(iii) The Hubble type of the initial spiral progenitors seems to play a prominent part in the formation of slow rotators and additional simulations are needed to further constrain its role.
(iv) To test the importance of the presence of gas, we have simulated binary mergers with mass ratio 2:1 with either 10 or 33 per cent of gas. We do not find major differences in the morphology and the kinematics of the merger remnants. There are some visible differences (e.g. the number of newly formed globular clusters) but it does not impact much the kinematics of the remnants and the comparison with the ATLAS 3D sample. Higher gas fractions representative of mergers at high redshifts could have a larger impact, though.
(v) All the major remergers of ETG-like galaxy remnants are either classified as fast rotators or close to the boundary between the slow and fast families. Such remnants present clear rotation patterns and do not hold a KDC: all the KDCs in the progenitors have been destroyed during the remerger and none has been created during the merger event.
(vi) The properties of the fast rotators formed in our simulations are consistent with some observed fast rotators of the ATLAS 3D sample. Some of the simulated slow rotators may also be associated with a few observed 2-σ galaxies which present clear evidence of an apparent counter-rotating stellar component.
(vii) Our simulations cannot, however, account for the other classes of slow rotators which are intrinsically rounder than any of our major merger remnants: these galaxies are generally massive and have certainly a more complex history. To simulate these galaxies, the full cosmological context of their formation history has to be considered, including major merger(s), repeated minor mergers, stellar mass loss and also smooth accretion of gas from the cosmic filaments. The binary merger simulations are classified in this way:
• A figure corresponds to mergers with the same mass ratio, e.g Fig. A1 shows the binary mergers of mass ratio 1:1
• A group of six projections associated to their λR profiles correspond to a specific orbit of merging (dd, rd or rr orbits)
• The six projections correspond to the different initial conditions for a specific orbit of merging (0, im, ip, Rm, Vm, Vp, see Table 2 )
• The label of the simulation (e.g m31ddip) and the velocity cut are noted in the projected velocity maps.
The remergers are classified in this way:
• A figure corresponds to remergers of two remnants of binary mergers with the same initial mass ratio, e.g Fig. A6 shows the remergers of two remnants of binary mergers of mass ratio 1:1.
• The four subpanels of a figure correspond to the four different orbit of merging (dd, dr, rd or rr)
• The label of the simulation (e.g rem21g10+Sdd) and the velocity cut are noted in the projected velocity maps. Figure A1 . Left: Edge-on projection of the velocity field for the binary mergers of mass ratio 1:1 for the 3 type of orbits (top: dd orbit, middle: rd orbit, bottom: rr orbit). The black lines correspond to the iso-magnitude contours. The different initial conditions and velocity cuts are noted in the sub-panels: the color of the text indicates if the galaxy is classified as a fast rotator (black), a slow rotator with a KDC (red) or a slow rotator without KDC (green); the KDC may not be visible under the edge-on projection but is visible for most of the others. The field of view is 15 × 15 kpc 2 . The white rectangle indicates a typical field covered by the instrument SAURON and corresponds to a field of 41" × 33" for a galaxy at a distance of 20 Mpc, its orientation follows the photometric position angle taken at 3Re. Right: The corresponding λ R profiles as a function of the radius R divided by the effective radius Re of the edge-on projection. Figure A9 . Same as Fig. A6 for remergers between a remnant of binary mergers of mass ratio 2:1 with 10 per cent of gas and a spiral galaxy.
